Since September 2011, the Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica (CNAO), the first Italian hospital-based facility for hadrontherapy, has started the clinical treatments. At CNAO, a synchrotron delivers proton or carbon ion beams in spills of fixed energy. Currently proton spills of 150 energies can be selected for therapy in the range 60 to 230 MeV, corresponding to 2 mm steps in depth of the Bragg-peak position. The dose is delivered with an active scanning system where a mono-energetic pencil beam is deflected through a pair of scanning magnets to irradiate slices of the tumour, and the dose is delivered in spots. A Treatment Planning System (TPS) specifies the number of slices and the spots needed to cover each slice, each spot being characterized by its position X Y at the isocentric plane and the corresponding number of particles. A dose Delivery System was developed which make use of two transparent integral ionization chambers to determine the number of delivered particles through the measurement of charge quanta released in the active volume. Similar chambers segmented in strips are used to measure the beam X, Y position. This system controls the scanning magnets and guides the beam through the sequence of spots. Spot by spot the DD records data which allow the comparison at spot level between the measured number of charge counts, the positions and the corresponding prescribed quantities. The data collected by the dose delivery during several treatments were analyzed, each treatment consisting in more than 30 identical fractions. Through the analysis of the measured charge counts and beam positions the accuracy of the CNAO delivery and its stability over identical spot sequences has been evaluated.
For example for a total treatment the monitor counts error distributions have been done for both the single fraction and the total treatment. In the histogram shown aside the abundance of spots versus the percentage error is shown. As expected, the majority abundance (%99.42) is placed between -2.5% to 2.5% of errors while less than %0.5 of the abundance are in the overestimation and underestimation region.
The second component of our studies is the evaluation of the beam position uncertainties through the strip chambers measurements. The DD FPGA computes the beam centre of gravity spot by spot. An example of results is shown below As expected, in both directions the difference between the required position and the measured is within 1 mm for 99% of total spots. Some critical spots have been found and will be discussed. To summarize, the results confirmed the good performance of accuracy and stability of the CNAO beam delivery.
